
 WHAT IS A FLYINGFISH? 

 Many types of marine animals leap out of the water, from dolphins, 
rays, and whales to sea lions, penguins, and squids, but fl yingfi sh are in 
a league of their own. Flyingfi sh make up a specialized group of bony 
fi shes placed by biologists in the family Exocoetidae, and are closely 
related to a few other fi sh families, including the needlefi sh (family 
Belonidae) and halfb eaks (family Hemiramphidae). Needlefi sh and 
halfb eaks, along with some other fi sh, can leap from the water but are 
not anatomically equipped to sustain their aerial travel beyond a few 
feet, even with some tail waggling to give them a bit of extra distance. 
Th e fossil record reveals that other, distantly related types of fl yingfi sh 
(family Th oracopteridae) lived in the Middle Triassic period (some 
240 million years ago), showing that the ability to fl y has evolved at 
least twice in the world of fi sh.
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Many fi sh leap from the sea into the air, such as these baitfi sh off  the coast of 
California (right, probably Pacifi c Saury), but their fi ns are simply too small to 
support them for any distance. They travel by “porpoising” like dolphins or at 
times by waggling their tails briefl y to stay out of the water.

The closest relatives of the true fl yingfi sh include the halfbeaks (below left, © 
2011 J. Douglas Hanna), which can travel some distance over the water by beat-
ing their tail on the surface— but their small pectoral fi ns cannot support fl ight.

Among oceanic inhabitants that “fl y,” the closest to fl yingfi sh may be fl ying 
squid (below right), which use their spread “tails” and fl attened tentacles to 
create surfaces that enable lift. Flying squid can make short sailing fl ights 
(“tail” fi rst) after shooting from the sea, presumably powered by the forceful 
water jets they squirt out.

WHAT IS A FLYINGFISH?
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Today’s fl yingfi sh are slender and streamlined, like torpedoes or 
cigars, and are characterized by very long pectoral fi ns (oft en referred 
to simply as “wings”) and an unevenly forked tail, in which the lower 
fork is distinctly longer than the upper (in most fi sh the tail forks are 
about equal in length, or the upper fork is longer). Another adaptation 
of fl yingfi sh is their hardened lower jaw, which protects the fi ne mouth 
bones from being smashed when hitting the water at high speeds.

When an adult fl yingfi sh is swimming, its wings are normally held 
closed against the body and are always shorter than the body length. 
While the long pectoral fi ns may produce drag in the water, which 
might be a liability to swimming quickly, these fi ns redress any short-
comings by transforming into wings that allow the fi sh to fl y. Th e 
fl yingfi sh’s structure is a compromise, analogous (in reverse) to that 
exhibited by some seabirds with a reduced wing area that enables them 
to swim better underwater at the cost of labored fl ight, or, in the case 
of penguins, at the cost of becoming fl ightless. Recent videos of juve-
nile fl yingfi sh have revealed them swimming with their forewings fully 
spread and raised and their hind wings spread and lowered, perhaps to 
appear larger or to disrupt and distract from the classic fi sh shape they 
would make with the fi ns closed.

Viewed side- on (top right) or without their wings spread, fl yingfi sh 
oft en look quite unremarkable, like minnows or some other nonde-
script silvery fi sh. But in the air the long pectoral fi ns act as wings and 
the lower tail fork as a propeller, and together they allow fl yingfi sh 
to do what they do— and transform themselves from pedestrian into 
spectacular, as with this Atlantic Patchwing (middle right) and Bonin 
Windshield (bottom right).
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